
NIGHT RIDERS
YACHTS follows three intrepid fat bike riders into Oman’s 

Wahiba Sands on a non-stop ride 150km ride.
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VOYAGE

“It wasn’t the kind of 
slow building breeze that 

turned into a gust, but a 
proper Mission Impossible: 

Ghost Protocol affair that 
turned the air orangey 

brown and sent wooden 
crates, bags of onions and 

rolled carpets flying.”

It was the first week of August, 
and a sand storm swept into 
Bidiyah, central Oman. It wasn’t 
the kind of slow building breeze 
that turned into a gust, but a 
proper  Mission Impossible: 
Ghost Protocol  affair that 

turned the air orangey brown and sent wooden 
crates, bags of onions and rolled carpets flying. 
There was rain too, and local Omani shopkeepers 
did their best to battle the elements and gather in 
their goods as the storm blew through the town.

The scene played out like a movie from the 
front seat of our Ford F-150 Raptor — and an 
apprehensive mood began to build with half of 
our cycling crew. It was 4pm and we’d planned to 
have four Dubai-based cyclists fuelled and ready 
to tackle Wahiba Sands — an incredible stretch of 
desert that links central eastern Oman with the 
Indian Ocean to the south. We’d been expecting 
baking 50 degree heat and sun; not a sky blotted 
beige with airborne sand and rain.

“This is going to be fun,” said Jacques Le Roux as 
he watched another empty wooden crate blow past 
his door. Battling headwinds is something cyclists 
are used to, and as a former professional cyclist for 
South African team Barloworld, and a participant 
in this year’s 1000km BikingMan Oman race, he’d 
faced a few tough days in the saddle. But this was 
something else.

Weather notwithstanding, the most pressing 
issue for Jacques and the crew was the 150km of 
rolling, cloying desert sand that stood between 
them and their finishing point. It wouldn’t be 
broken into stages; this would be one enormous 
push from start to finish. 

Another gnawing doubt came from the fact 
that not one of the four-man crew had spent any 
appreciable time pedalling a fat bike. While all 
extremely fit and competent endurance cyclists, 
fat bikes on sand present an entirely different 
challenge. Road cyclists would look to cover the 
150km in under five hours, riding in groups to cut 
wind resistance and boost overall speed on tarmac. 

But fat bikes on sand are a completely different 
story. With much beefier frames, fat bikes can 
weigh up to three times as much as a road bike; 4.5-
inch wide tyres provide more resistance with the 
surface you’re riding on, and much lower gearing 
for soft sand means average speed plummets to 
around 10km/h. At these speeds, you get next-to-
no benefit from riding in a group. 
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Keep hydrated: Riding across the desert in August is a thirsty 
affair, so Marcus, Jacques and Tom were tailed by a Ford 
F-150 Raptor that was filled up with chilled H2O.   101
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Fat bikes also conspire to throw you off with 
almost every turn of the crank. The front wheel will 
grab at the walls of a rut, pull you into softer sand, 
or slide from under you unexpectedly. The trade off 
is that they offer you unrivalled access to some of 
the region’s most remote terrain, like Wahiba Sands. 

Of the four riders, Jacques and InnerFight’s 
Marcus Smith had logged the most time: two hours 
on small dunes on the outskirts of Dubai. They 
managed to cover around 20km and had found the 
change of pace (much slower) and effort required 
a completely different challenge to that of riding 
on the road. Tom Walker, an endurance coach and 
athlete at InnerFight, had sat on his bike (borrowed 
from YACHTS editor, Steve) and ridden it around 
the gym, while Giorgio Cecchinato had arrived at 
InnerFight that morning with a loaner bike.

We drove to the edge of the desert, unloaded the 
bikes and arranged the Raptor’s front and back seats 
so that Jacques and Giorgio could access their food 
easily. The cargo box was loaded with a cooler, a 
dozen cases of water, spare tyres and tools - leaving 
space for the tailgate to be used as a workbench.

The plan was simple. With our guide leading 
the way, the riders would cover as much ground 
overnight as possible before the heat of the next day 
really kicked in. The wind had died off, and the sky 
had cleared by the time the riders set off at around 
6.40pm, just as the sun disappeared behind one of 
Wahiba’s towering dunes.

Dusk dissolved quickly and soon the track ahead 
was dotted with red lights: a pair each for the 
lead vehicle with local guide Ali at the wheel, and 
Jonathan’s SUV, and single ones for each of the 

riders. The Raptor was used as a sweeper: the lined 
cargo box was a lot easier to use for servicing, and 
we could load up bikes faster should we need to.

We’d planned to give the riders a little space so 
that they’d be able to find their own pace without 
feeling rushed. They would signal for help by 
switching their solid red lights to flashing — but that 
didn’t work for a number of reasons — so each rider 
would simply stop and get the help they needed. We 
stopped every hour to top up water bottles and give 
the riders a 10-15 minute respite from the grind.

Giorgio’s bike failed at the 90 kilometre mark when 
he bent an inner chain ring. It was a disappointing 
end to his ride but the fault had been brewing for 
10km and he’d lost sight of the other riders. We 
threw the bike into the back of the Raptor and sped 
across the desert to catch the others. Having spent 
hours idling up and down dunes, shuffling through 
a handful of the Raptor’s 10 available forward gears, 
it was nice to exploit the truck’s ample suspension 
and instant power in a short burst.

Day break brought with it a renewed energy for 
the three remaining riders. The dunes remained a 
relentless slew of steep climbs, and gentle downhill 
stretches that then blended into an endless string 
of winding bends through low-level scrubby bushes. 
But it was the final four kilometres that really tested 
Marcus, Tom and Jacques. A tropical depression off 
the coast blew onshore, kicking up windblown sand 
that hit them head on. Four enormous dunes had 
to be crossed, and not one of the riders was able to 
pedal up them without dismounting and pushing. 
This close to the finish, the conditions were  
simply brutal.

But they made it — 18 grueling hours 
after setting out, at an average speed of 
nearly 10km/h. Given the conditions, 
the distance and the sleepless push 
from dusk to early afternoon, it was 
nothing short of remarkable. There 
was no fancy finish line to cross or 
crowds to greet the riders, and no 
great shouts of celebration. All three 
riders knew just how each other felt; 
elated to have completed it, but happy 
to get off the bike and rest their legs.

We loaded the bikes into the back of 
the Raptor and set a course for Dubai. 
Every minute in the desert is one to be 
savoured, but this had been a long and 
arduous one for the team and we were 
glad to be heading home. 

“A tropical depression off the 
coast blew onshore, kicking 
up windblown sand that hit 

them head on.”
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Dune bashing: Riding in the desert may look easy enough, 
but constantly changing sand consistency can throw you off 
at any second. Oh, and if you stop pedalling, you stop.102


